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Qualifying/Placement Exam, Part-B
2:00 - 4:00, January 9,2018,3239 BPS

Put your Student Number on every sheet of this
6 problem Exam -- NOW

You have 2 hours to complete the 6 problems on Part-B of the exam. Show your workl Full credit
will not be given for answers without justification. Some partial credit may be earned for the

correct procedure, even if the correct answer is not achieved. Answers must be in the spaces

provided. The BACK of the problem page may be used for lengthy calculations. Do not use the

back ofthe previous pagefor this purposet.

You may need the following constants:

: = : ;i1 ;Til:r:" ::$":il,T"T ::ffi,
k = | .4 x l0-23 J/I( Boltzmann constant

D = 1.05x 10-30 J.s Planck's constant

= 6.58 x 10-16 eV.s rr

c = 3.0 x 108 m/s speed of light

e=1.602x lO-reC charge of the electron

N,t = 6.022x 1023 mol-r Avogadro constant
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1. [0 pts] The state of a free particle is described by

the following wave function

VG)--0 forx<-3a

=c for -3a<x<a \
=0forx>a

a) [2pts] Determine c using the normalization condition
b) [2pts] Show the calculation of the probabiliry of finding the particle in the interval

state why this makes sense.

c) [4pts] Compute < x > and 02
d) [2pts] Calculate the momentum probability density

[0,a], and
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2. [10 pts] The wave function for an electron in the ls state of the hydrogen atom with the

Coulomb potential, V (r) = -e' I r , has the form ry(x) = Cexp(-rr) .

a) [4 pts] Show that this wave function is a solution to the time-independent Schroedinger

.qrrution for a certain value of r. (Note: ln the Schroedinger equation the wave function

normalization constant C is a common factor)

b) t2 pts] Determine the value of r in terms of the constants, (e,tt,m",c), by matching the r
dependence the terms.

c) [4 pts] From the results of part a), determine the energy of the electron in terms of those

fundamental constants. (Note: the value of the fine-structure constant e2 f hc wlll be handy).
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3. [0 pts] The operators P and Q commute and are represented by the matrices:
/\/\

P=[ t 2lurao=l 3 2l- \z t) - \2 3)
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofboth operators
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4. [10 pts] A thermal neutron at temperature, T=300 K, has a kinetic energy given by the

equipartition theorem for an ideal gas.

a) [7 pts] Calculate the deBroglie wavelength of such neutrons.

b) [3 pts] Use the answer to part a) to determine if a beam of these neutrons can or cannot be

diffractively scattered by a typical crystal
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5. [0 pts] There is a relativistic relationship between energy E and momentum p for a particle

with mass m + O . Also, there are quantum mechanical versions of energy E and momentum p
in terms of the wave properties of the particle.

a) [8 pts] Using both relationships, show that product of the phase velocity, vp = alk, and group

velocity, vs = daldk, of the particle has the product, vpv, = s2

b) [2 pts] Determine which of the velocities is greater than c, and explain how this can be

consistent with special relativity.

く
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6. [10 pts] For a free electron gas in a metal, the number of states per unit volume with the

energies from E to E + dE is given by

n(E)dE =24Qd" E"dE
h'

The total number of electrons is N , and these will fill the energy states up to the Fermi energy'

Er.

a) [5 pts] Noting that electrons are Fermions, calculate the Fermi energy, Er '

b) [5 pts] Calculate the total energy of the electron gas in terms of N and Er .
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